
Rapid Response call notes – 01/30/19 

 
Agenda: 

Roll Call by Organization  
Client Eligibility or Client Enrollment Issues 
Provider Encounter/claims/billing/authorization questions or issues 
Crisis System Check-in 
Opportunity for any other topics 

 
 
Follow-up on question from 1/28: We work with Whitworth, Eastern, and Gonzaga to use Master’s 
level interns in our outpatient. Are there any issues or concerns that have come up in the early 
adopter IMC regions with using Master’s level interns in outpatient therapy - any issues in billing, in 
supervision, in codes, etc.? (Spokane Public Schools) 
Coordinated Care – we have not had that as a barrier to reimbursement in North Central, nor so far in 
the 2019 regions. Make sure clinicians are practicing within scope and are being appropriately 
supervised. There are taxonomies to indicate if folks are on an intern-level. As long as you are following 
those guidelines and billing appropriately, not seeing issues. 
CHPW - We agree. And we credential at the agency level, not at the individual provider level 
Amerigroup – we have not had any issues yet. But if someone has issues come up, let us know. 
 
Sent the roster to Coordinated Care and I received an email stating that our interns for outpatient 
could not be credentialed if they’re interns. They would have to be certified. So that’s different than 
what we just heard. (Pioneer) 
We are credentialing at an agency level, not individual practitioners/providers, so the providers would 
just be provided to us on a roster. 
That’s how I responded, but still got the same response from Coordinated. 
Coordinated Care to follow-up offline. 
 
Follow-up on question from 1/18: When will we start sending bi-weekly reports from the providers 
regarding the number of claims we’re sending to the clearinghouses for the Early Warning System? 
(Children’s Home Society) 
That reporting is no longer part of the standard indicators. The only provider payment information HCA 
will be receiving directly from providers is their feedback in the provider payment survey, which will be 
collected monthly. HCA will be tracking the % of BH claims/encounters that are denied or rejected, but 
we get that data from the MCOs. 
 
Could we please get the contact information from each of the 4 MCO’s about how and to whom we 
send patient complaints and grievances so we can update our policy? 
HCA has sent out the request for updated contacts to the MCOs. We have not gotten responses from all 
5 MCOs yet. When we do, will share out to the group. 
MCOs - we use our Customer Service contact for patient complaints/grievances, and Customer Service 
numbers are included on that contact list. 
 
 
Moving to weekly calls. Next call will be Weds, Feb. 6, 9:30-10am. 


